In-memory Integration of Existing Software Components for Parallel Adaptive Unstructured Mesh Workflows
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ABSTRACT
Reliable mesh-based simulations are needed to solve complex engineering problems. Mesh adaptivity can increase reliability by reducing discretization errors, but requires multiple software components to exchange information. Often, components exchange information by reading and writing a common file format. This file-based approach becomes a problem on massively parallel computers where filesystem bandwidth is a critical performance bottleneck. Our data stream and component interface approaches avoid the filesystem bottleneck. In this paper we present our approaches and their use within the PHASTA computational fluid dynamics solver and Albany multiphysics framework. Information exchange performance results are reported on up to 2048 cores of a BlueGene/Q system.
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CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Massively parallel and high-performance simulations; Simulation tools; • Software and its engineering → Reusability; • Information systems → Distributed storage; • Applied computing → Computer-aided design;

1. INTRODUCTION
Unstructured mesh methods, like finite elements and finite volumes, support the effective analysis of complex physical behaviors modeled by partial differential equations over general three-dimensional domains. The most reliable and efficient methods apply adaptive procedures with a-posteriori error estimators that indicate where and how the mesh is to be modified. Although adaptive meshes can have two to three orders of magnitude fewer elements than a uniform mesh for the same level of accuracy, there are many complex simulations where the meshes required are so large that they can only be solved on massively parallel systems.

Simulations on massively parallel systems are most effective when data movement is minimized. Data movement costs increase with the depth of the memory hierarchy; a design trade-off for increased capacity. For example, the highest level on-node storage in the IBM BlueGene/Q A2 processor [16] is the per-core 16KiB L1 cache (excluding registers) and has a peak bandwidth of 819 GiB/s. The lowest level on-node storage, 16GiB of DDR3 main memory, provides a million times more capacity at the cost of 19 times less bandwidth, 43GiB/s [24]. One level further down the hierarchy is the parallel filesystem. At this level, the bandwidth and capacity relationship is less clear as the filesystem is a shared resource. Table 1 lists the per-node peak main memory and filesystem bandwidth across four generations of Argonne National Laboratory leadership class systems: BlueGene/L [38, 3], Intrepid BlueGene/P [23, 4], Mira BlueGene/Q [16, 10], and 2018’s Aurora [19]. Based on these peak values the bandwidth gap between main memory and the filesystem is at least three orders of magnitude.

Software must leverage the cache and main memory bandwidth performance advantage during as many operations as possible to maximize performance.
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We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the main memory of other nodes is not available. In practice, most applications do not use all the on-node memory and some checkpoint-restart methods take advantage of this for increased performance [9, 20, 21].
Table 1: Per-node main memory and filesystem peak bandwidth over four generations of Argonne National Laboratory systems. The values in parentheses indicate the increase relative to the previous generation system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Memory BW (GiB/s)</th>
<th>Filesystem BW (GiB/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BG/L</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG/P</td>
<td>14 (2.4x)</td>
<td>0.0014 (0.36x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG/Q</td>
<td>43 (3.1x)</td>
<td>0.0049 (3.5x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>600 (14x)</td>
<td>0.020 (4.1x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of data streams to couple the PHASTA massively parallel computational fluid dynamics analysis package with mesh adaptation. Section 6 discusses the use of interfaces to couple the Trilinos based Albany multiphysics framework to a set of mesh services. Section 7 closes the paper.

2. COMPONENT INTERFACES

We define a software component as a set of interfaces to query and modify encapsulated state information. The components in adaptive simulations that provide geometric model, mesh, and field information [7, 18, 27] are essential to error estimation, adaptation, and load balancing [36] services. Because of this strong dependency, we provide these components and services together as the open-source (https://github.com/SCOREC/core) Parallel Unstructured Mesh Infrastructure (PUMI) [18].

The relations between the geometric model entities, mesh entities, and field tensors are required for procedures that modify the mesh topology and its distribution. For example, field tensor transfer during mesh adaptation requires the field-to-mesh relation. Likewise, the mesh-to-model relation, typically called classification, and geometric model shape information enable mesh modifications (e.g., vertex re-positioning) that are consistent with the actual geometric domain [7]. The other common interactions of the mesh with the geometric domain is in the transformation of the input field tensors onto the mesh to define the boundary conditions, material parameters and initial conditions [26].

Supporting efficient mesh modifications and field transformations requires the mesh representation used by the interfaces to provide information on any of the mesh entities and their adjacencies. Thus, PUMI implements a complete one-level mesh representation [35] to provide O(1) access.

A good example of advanced component interface usage is the PUMI Superconvergent Patch Recovery, SPR, error estimation component. The SPR routines estimate solution error by constructing an improved finite element solution using a patch-level Zienkiewicz-Zhu [41] least squares data fit. SPR provides two methods which use the patch-recovery routines. The first method recovers discontinuous solution gradients over a patch of elements and approximates an improved solution by fitting a continuous solution over the elemental patch. The second method provides an improved solution in much the same way as the first, but operates directly on integration point information obtained by the finite element analysis. The improved and primal solutions are used to create a mesh size field that drives mesh adaptation [5, 14].

3. COMPONENT INTERACTIONS

Our approaches for high performing and scalable component interactions avoid file-based I/O through in-memory data streams and component functional interfaces. The ADIOS tools provide a mechanism for the in-memory coupling of multiple executables [8, 39]. In this work, we focus on component interactions within a single executable (typically built from multiple libraries). The type of interaction, data streams or functional interfaces, chosen for a pair of components depends on their implementations.

Components that support a common file format and per-process granularity (e.g. POSIX Cstdio.h [13] or C++ iostream) can use our data stream approach with minimal software changes. This approach is also a logical choice for legacy analysis codes that do not provide functional interfaces to access or create their input and output data structures. Details for implementing this approach are given in Section 4.

Components with functional interfaces that encapsulate creation, deletion, and access to underlying data structures support in-memory interactions at different levels of granularity. At a very fine level a developer may implement all mesh entity query functions such that components can share the same mesh structure; trading increased development costs for lower memory usage. An excellent example of this is the use of octree structures in the development of parallel adaptive analyses [11]. At a coarser level a developer may simply create another mesh representation through use of interfaces encapsulating mesh construction; trading higher memory usage for lower development costs. Although this method will allow for in-memory integration, it suffers from the same disadvantages as a tightly coupled approach in that a significant amount of time and effort will be required for code modification and verification. A generalization of this coarser level approach defines common sets of interfaces through which all components interact. For example, in the rotorcraft aerodynamics community the H-EIos platform provides a set of analysis, meshing, adaptation, and load balancing components via the Python-based Software Integration Framework [34].

4. DATA STREAMS

Components can pass information and avoid expensive filesystem operations through the use of buffer-based data streams. This approach is best suited for components already using POSIX Cstdio.h [13] or C++ iostream String Stream APIs as the code changes required are minimal. The key changes entail passing buffer pointers during the opening and closing of the stream and adding control logic to enable stream use.

In a component using the POSIX APIs, a data stream buffer is opened with either the stdio.h fmemopen open_memstream or functions. open_memstream only supports write operations and automatically grows as needed. fmemopen supports reading and writing, but uses a fixed size user specified buffer. Once the buffer is created file read and write operations are performed through POSIX APIs accepting the FILE pointer returned by the buffer opening functions; i.e. fread, fwrite, fscanf, fprintf, etc. After all read or write operations are complete and fclose is called the buffer created with fmemopen is automatically deallocated. A open_memstream created buffer requires the user to deallocate it.
The details of the C++ iostream APIs are left to the reader.

5. PHASTA

PHASTA (https://github.com/PHASTA/phasta) solves complex fluid flow problems [15, 32, 33, 40] on up to 768Ki cores with 3Mi MPI processes [30] using a stabilized finite element method [37] implemented with a mix of FORTRAN77 and FORTRAN90. Support for mesh adaptivity, dynamic load balancing, and reordering is provided by the C++ PUMI-based component, chef, through file I/O. This file-based coupling uses a format and procedures that were originally developed over a decade ago.

Our work adds support for PHASTA and chef in-memory adaptivity. The data stream approach for in-memory interactions was the logical choice given the existing POSIX file support, and the lack of PHASTA interfaces to modify FORTRAN data structures. The chef and PHASTA data stream implementation maintains support for POSIX file-based I/O by replacing direct calls to POSIX file open, read and write routines with function pointers.

Our work also adds a few execution control APIs to run PHASTA within an adaptive workflow. The API implementation uses the singleton design pattern and several of Miller’s Smart Library techniques [25]. This approach provides backward compatibility for legacy execution modes, such as scripted file-based adaptive loops, with minimal code changes and easily accounted for the heavy reliance on global data common to legacy FORTRAN codes.

5.1 POSIX and Data Stream Performance Test

We measured the performance of PHASTA POSIX file and data stream information exchange in a adaptive analysis of incompressible flow through a rectangular channel. Tests ran on a IBM BlueGene/Q system using 16 cores per-node with a total of 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 cores. The same initial mesh with nine million elements was used for all tests. Each test executed a prescribed number of adaptive cycles. Each cycle runs the PHASTA flow solver for a fixed number of time steps, then runs size field based isotropic mesh adaptation with predictive load balancing, and ends with ParMA vertex and element balancing [36]. The adapted meshes generated by these cycles have only negligible differences across the range of core counts. As such, each core is operating on half as much data with each factor of two increase in core count.

Figure 1 depicts the average time spent per adaptive cycle reading and writing data at each core count. The time spent for the data stream approach decreases with the core count while the POSIX time increases. For data streams the time reduction is expected as the reads and writes are interacting with node-exclusive resources. POSIX time scaling has the opposite behavior. The difference in absolute time spent by the two methods is nearly proportional to the three orders of magnitude difference in the main memory and filesystem bandwidth. One non-trivial source of the POSIX slowdown is the workflows requirement to read and write the PUMI mesh in each cycle; in the data stream based workflow chef keeps the PUMI mesh in memory while the flow solver is running.

Work is underway to create a data stream based adaptive workflow for a complex flow problem with fluid-structure interactions at the boundaries of deforming solids. Figure 2 shows initial results from a multi-cycle workflow on a single solid using mesh motion and mesh adaptation.

6. ALBANY

Albany [1] is a parallel, implicit, unstructured mesh finite element code used for the solution and analysis of partial differential equations. The code is built on over 100 software components and heavily leverages packages from the Trilinos project [2, 17]. Both Albany and Trilinos adopt an ‘agile components’ approach to software development that emphasizes interoperability. Albany has been used to solve a variety of multiphysics problems including ice sheet modeling and modeling the mechanical response of nuclear reactor fuel. The largest Albany runs have had over a billion degrees of freedom and used over 32Ki cores. Albany’s high performance, generality, and component-based design make it an ideal candidate for the construction of an in-memory adaptive workflow.

The Albany analysis code provides an abstract base class for discretizations. Implementing the class with PUMI’s full topological mesh representation simply required understanding Albany’s discretization requirements. Like most standard finite element codes, Albany stores a list of mesh nodes and a node-to-element connectivity map to define mesh elements. Albany’s Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions need additional data structures. The Dirichlet boundary condition data structure is simply an array of constrained mesh nodes. The more complex Neumann boundary condition structure requires lists of mesh elements associated with constrained mesh faces; a classification check followed by a face-to-element upward adjacency query. The PUMI implementation of Albany’s discretization and boundary condition structures allows us to define and solve complex problems.

6.1 Adaptive Solderball Simulation

We ran an in-memory adaptive simulation of a solderball array subject to thermal creep. Figure 3 depicts the results of the parallel adaptive analysis using the in-memory integration of SPR and the PUMI unstructured mesh tools with
Albany. The adaptive workflow ran four solve-adapt cycles on 256, 512, and 1024 cores of an IBM BlueGene/Q using an initial mesh of 8M tetrahedral elements. Like the PHASTA adaptive test, the adapted meshes contain only negligible differences across the range of core counts.

The workflow begins by loading the mesh and transferring it to Albany for execution of the first analysis step. Following the analysis step, the solution information (a displacement vector at mesh nodes) and history-dependent state variables at integration points are passed in-memory to a PUMI APF FieldShape [18]. SPR then computes mesh-entity level error estimates based on an improved Cauchy stress field. The error estimate is then transformed into an isotropic mesh size file, which the mesh adaptation software then uses to drive local mesh modification procedures. As the mesh modifications (split, collapse, etc...) are applied the FieldShape transfer operators [29, 28] are called to determine the value of state variables at repositioned or newly created integration points. Between coarsening and refinement adaptation stages, Zoltan graph methods rebalance the mesh to reduce element and vertex imbalances for improved linear system assembly and solve performance. The adaptive step concludes with the transformation of PUMI unstructured mesh information and APF field information into Albany analysis data structures via in-memory functional interfaces.

Figure 4 depicts the factor of two performance advantage of in-memory transfers of fields and mesh data between Albany, PUMI, and SPR over the writing of the mesh to POSIX files. Based on this data we estimate the performance advantage of the in-memory approach over a file-based loop that both reads and writes files to be about four times higher. Another advantage demonstrated by this data is the low in-memory transfer time imbalance; defined as maximum cycle time divided by the average cycle time. The in-memory approach has less than a 6% imbalance across all core counts while the file writing approach has a 22% imbalance at 512 cores (as shown by the large error bar in Figure 4).

7. CLOSING REMARKS

As we move towards the exascale computers being considered [12, 31], it is clear that one of the only effective means to construct parallel adaptive simulations is by using in-memory interfaces that avoid filesystem interactions. Of course, the cost of refactoring existing large-scale parallel partial differential equation solvers to fully interact with the type of structures and methods used by mesh adaptation components is an extremely expensive and time consuming process. To address these costs we presented approaches for in-memory integration of existing solver components with mesh adaptation components, discussed how code changes can be minimized, and demonstrated the performance advantage within adaptive simulations. In addition to efforts on developing this approach for solvers we know well (PHASTA and Albany), efforts are underway to interface other state-of-the-art solvers including NASA’s FUN3D [6] and SLAC’s ACE3P [22].


